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Japanese-inspired bowls
Mike Stafford turns an oriental rice bowl and discusses the inspiration behind his work

Inspiration for woodturnings can come 
from a variety of places. Sometimes it 
originates from what other turners are 
doing and sometimes it comes from 
something that you stumble upon on 
the internet.

In 2008 the Mid-South Woodturners 
Guild undertook a club challenge to turn 
rice bowls from roughed blanks they were 
able to obtain. At the completion of the 
challenge, the members self-published 
a book, Japanese Bowls: A Mid-South 
Perspective.

This book opened my eyes to the 
possibilities of the simple woodturned 
rice bowl. Of course, the bowls pictured in 
their book took this simple and utilitarian 
turned wooden bowl into the realm of art. 
Who knew wonderful fine art could be 

created from such small pieces of wood?
I became enthralled by the overall 

shape of the rice bowl and turned many 
variations based upon inspiration found 
on the internet and pictured below. They 
were popular with customers and used 
small pieces of wood that might otherwise 
have gone to waste. After a while my 
interest waned and I stopped turning 
variations of rice bowls.

A couple of years ago my hard drive failed 
and with it went a lot of the inspirational 
pictures of Japanese rice bowls I had 
accumulated. As fate would have it, I 
had developed a market for small bowls 
similarly sized to a rice bowl. Not being 
the most creative person, I needed 
more inspiration and ideas so I started 
searching the internet again for more 

examples and stumbled upon the fabulous 
world of Japanese wooden tableware.  

Tableware includes not only bowls but 
cups, plates, platters, covered dishes, 
glasses and pedestal items. The bowls, in 
particular, were varied in form and were 
beautiful. I was attracted primarily to the 
bowls for the reasons stated previously, 
so I decided to place my emphasis on 
trying to learn to turn these forms, some 
of which have been in use for centuries. 
I was inspired and enthralled once again 
so I started accumulating appropriately-
sized blanks to try to turn some of these 
beautiful items.

Japanese bowls for food fall into three 
general categories – rice bowls (chawan), 
soup bowls (shiruwan or owan) and small 
bowls for side dishes (kobachi).

Antique heart pine Chakte viga Koa

Blanks ready to turn
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Wood for Japanese bowls
Fortunately, these bowls are turned in a 
variety of sizes, from very small to fit the 
hands of a child, to medium for the smaller 
female hand, or large for the man of the 
house. Much like the chairs of the bear 
family in Goldilocks, there is a Japanese 
bowl in a size that is just right for every 
diner. So almost any reasonably-sized 
piece of wood is just right for turning a 
Japanese-inspired bowl. My experience 
has been that bowls 4in-5in in diameter  
sell more readily.

Tools
•  Spindle roughing gouge
•  Spindle gouge
•  Hunter Osprey carbide tool
•  Hunter Viceroy carbide tool
•  Parting tool
•  Cole jaws
•  Shop-made depth gauge
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Turning a Japanese-inspired bowl
1 Japanese bowls traditionally are turned 
from the highly prized zelkova (Japanese elm) 
also known as keyaki, as well as maple or 
beech. I decided to use what I had to hand, 
which included pieces of ash, walnut, maple 
and sycamore. I rounded these blanks up and 
formed a tenon to fit my chuck on one end. 

2 I decided to turn a soup bowl (shiruwan) 
that was similar to the Chakte viga rice bowl 
I had previously turned. This bowl shape 
is known as the Koma or Komagata which 
historically has been symbolic of departure. 
I started with a Tasmanian blackwood blank 
about 4in tall and a little over 4in in diameter.
I mounted a blank in my chuck and with the live 
centre in the tailstock made certain it was running 
true before cleaning up the end grain to flatten 
that surface. Most of the bowls I wanted to turn 
would end up about 3in high and about 4in round. 
With this in mind I decided to measure and mark 
a line to establish a baseline for the height. 

3 Using the line I drew around the blank, I 
used a parting tool to remove waste on the 
headstock side, which would be below the area 
of the bowl where the foot was to be located. 

4 I could now draw another line to establish 
the proportions between bowl and foot. My 
best guess was the bowl section was slightly 
more than two-thirds of total height.

5 The design of the Japanese bowl incorporates 
a foot, which makes it easier for the user to lift 
the bowl and use it in hand. The proper manner 
to eat the rice or other solid food is to hold the 
bowl in one hand and chopsticks in the other, 
using your chopsticks to scoop the food into 
your mouth. This lessens the chance of dropping 
food. If a soup spoon is not available, it is proper 
to sip the soup out of the bowl and eat the solid 
food with chopsticks. Usually, the Japanese 
will hold their bowl with the thumb on top and 
the other fingers under the foot for stability. 

Turning the foot
6 I used a spindle gouge to start roughing in 
the contour of the foot so that I would have 
a reference once I began to form the shape 
of the bowl. I did not turn the foot to its final 
diameter in order to leave ample wood for 
support while I was hollowing the bowl itself.
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7 With the general contour of the foot as 
a reference, I could now use the spindle 
gouge to create the elongated cove 
that forms the sides of the bowl. 

8 With the overall shape of the upper section 
of the bowl established I refined and smoothed 
the wood with the Hunter Osprey, which leaves 
a surface requiring little in the way of sanding. 

Hollowing the bowl
9 Hollowing is a fairly straightforward process 
and can be accomplished with a variety of tools. 
Usually, I would quickly hog out the majority of 
the waste with a gouge, but on a bowl this small 
I decided to use the Hunter Viceroy. This tool 
allows me to quickly remove waste wood without 
stressing the mount and creating vibration, which 
would add to a rough surface in the wood. The  
little 6mm razor-sharp cutter removes 
wood effortlessly and I did just that using a 
stepwise process. Leaving the central pyramid 
provided stability as I worked toward my 
final thickness at the rim of the bowl.

10 As the hollowing deepened, I checked the 
depth frequently. The U-shaped bowl section 
actually bottoms out in the swell at the top 
of the foot. If the hollowing is too deep the 
U shape could intersect with the coved area 
under the bowl, so I measured several times. 

11 Once I was satisfied with the depth and shape 
of the bowl, I could turn my efforts to refining the 
shape of the foot. I turned to the Hunter Osprey 
once again to trim the foot down to a pleasing 
dimension while reducing the need for sanding. 

12 With all the turning complete it was time to 
sand and finish the Koma bowl I had turned.

A traditional finish? Not so fast…
Japanese woodturners, kijishi, use lacquer to 
finish their turned wooden wares (known as 
shikki). However, this lacquer is not the same as 
the lacquer with which westerners are familiar.

Japanese lacquer is made from the sap of 
the lacquer or urushi tree, native to Japan 
and a close relation to poison ivy. The sap is 
poisonous to the touch until it dries. In the 
most basic terms, the urushi sap is a naturally 
occurring plastic and is a highly resistant and 
durable material. Once it has been collected, 
it is gently heated to remove the toxicity and 
excess moisture. The resin from the sap then 
hardens and takes on the same characteristics 
as plastic after it is exposed to moisture and air.

Of course, the original lacquer westerners  
used may be seen as being just as exotic  
given that it was traditionally derived from 
the secretions of the lac insect. These 
deposits were collected, refined and dissolved 
in alcohol to become shellac. Further 
refined shellac is known as lacquer.

Despite the fact that I could easily obtain miles 
of poison ivy vines in my area from which I 

13A & 13B To finish, after the bowl 
was sanded inside and out I brushed on 
multiple thinned coats of brushing lacquer. 
I allowed it to dry between coats and then 
cut it back with either very fine sandpaper 
or steel wool to level it and remove any 
dust nibs that might have landed in the 
finish. I applied finish to both the inside 
and accessible outside areas of the bowl. 

14 With finishing done it was time to 
part off the bowl. I used a thin parting 
tool in one hand to carefully part off the 
bowl while catching it in my other hand. 

Finish turning the bottom 
15 These bowls have a hollowed foot. The 
reason for this is twofold: first, to reduce 
the overall weight and secondly to provide 
an air space between the bottom of the 
bowl, which might be uncomfortably warm 
if the food contained in the bowl is hot.
I reverse-mounted the bowl in a set of 
mini-Cole jaws. Hollowing the foot is a 
two-step process. First, I cleaned up the 
bottom with a gouge to remove any torn 
grain created by the parting operation. 

16 The next step is to hollow the foot. This 
I did quickly and safely with a sharp parting 
tool, using stepwise cuts to remove the 
waste wood. Be sure to drop the handle 
slightly so that the sharp edge of the tool 
is cutting and not just scraping. By using a 
push cut with the parting tool there is little 
stress placed on the bowl or the Cole jaws. 

17 With the foot hollowed, sanded and 
finished the bowl was complete. The bowl 
measured almost exactly 3in tall and 4in 
in diameter. About ¼in of wood separates 
the bottom of the inside of the bowl from 
the hollowed foot. The finished bowl holds 
a volume of a little more than 10 ounces 
(295ml) or slightly more than a cup.

18 I decided to turn another komagata 
in bigleaf maple burl. I am not sure this 
timber would have been chosen by 
Japanese woodturners because of the 
voids and bark inclusions it contains, but 
I liked the way it looked when complete. 
This bowl measured almost exactly 
the same as the first koma I turned. 

So give Japanese inspired bowls a try. 
They are not difficult to turn but do require 
some attention to detail to keep the 
resulting bowls light and elegant like the 
originals. I am still working on the elegant 
part. These bowls are of a size for which 
people seem to be able to find a use.

You are on your own if you endeavour 
to make your own urushi lacquer. I don’t 
want to know about it but I am going to be 
investing in the various makers of ivy rash 
ointments and treatments just in case. •

could boil out sap for a traditional urushi finish, 
I decided to forgo that option and use lacquer 
out of a can. My choice to do so has nothing 
whatsoever to do with the fact that I am highly 
allergic to poison ivy. I am just not into alchemy.

While different pigments are used to dye 
lacquer, black (kuroshitsu) and red (akai urushi) 
are the most common. Black pigmentation 
is achieved by the addition of iron, and red 
pigmentation is brought about by the addition 
of iron oxide (Fe2O3) or cinnabar (HgS).

 Japanese tableware is also available finished with 
clear, yellow, brown and green lacquer colours. 
I chose to colour some of my Japanese bowl 
reproductions, but not necessarily with the same 
colours, nor with the same results might I add.


